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Teaching Creative Thinking in Biology Through Questioning
Shi Lija [Schrock's name in Chinese]
John Richard Schrock, Emporia State University
In both the United States and China, biology teachers are asking how to encourage students to move from
memorization-without-understanding to a meaningful knowledge of biology including the ability to ask new and
critical questions. Lecture is the most efficient form of communication and is effective when concepts can be
associated with students' life experiences or where laboratory or field work provides multi-sensory experiences that
make the concepts meaningful. However, the reading of science results described in textbooks and the repetition of
cookbook laboratory experiments does not stimulate a new generation of students who are creative researchers.
The ability to ask probing questions is a universal requirement of successful researchers and some teachers appear
to be able to encourage this skill in some students in their classrooms through questioning. This approach has
been labeled "inquiry teaching."
To understand the process of encouraging students to ask questions and to think like a scientist, a standard
lecture outline about the new disease agents called prions is compared with an inquiry lesson outline about prions.
3. Since a parasite usually dies when the host
dies, how does it prevent its extinction?
-It reproduces.
What is the molecule that allows genetic
replication? -DNA or RNAIDNA [add above]
4. The following are puzzling diseases:
-BSE (Mad Cow Disease) causes cattle dementia
-cm is human dementia, inherited or near BSE
-Kuru is human dementia from cannibalism
-Scrapie causes sheep dementia
5. With a disease with an unknown cause, how do
we go about determining the infectious agent?
-extract an agent from an infected animal and
test it on a healthy animal (Koch's postulates)
6. From the above information (4), where would
we look for the infectious agent? -nerve tissue
-This is confirmed; when we inject brain or
spinal tissue from an infected animal, it causes
the healthy animal to eventually get sick
7. A ceramic filter will hold parasites and
bacteria but allow viruses and chemicals
to pass. Both the filtered
and unfiltered nerve tissues
cause disease when injected
into healthy animals.
What is the nature and size
of the disease agent?
-It is either a virus or chemical
agent since the filtered solution
could not contain either whole
bacteria or parasites.
8. Filtered solutions are treated with denaturing
agents. Formalin and heat destroy DNA and
RNA. What enzyme breaks down sugars?
...fats? .•.proteins? The results of tests for
infectivity are given to the left. What is the
nature of the iufectious agent? -It is a protein.
Now complete the 4th line in block 2 above.

STANDARD LECTURE OUTLINE
1. Prions are a new category of infectious agents.
2. "Prion" is from "protein" and "infection."
3. Prion Diseases
-BSE (Mad Cow Disease) causes cattle dementia
-cm is human dementia, inherited or near BSE
-Kuru is human dementia from cannibalism
-Scrapie causes sheep dementia
4. Additional Symptoms and Epidemiology
-Infection is via consumption of nerve tissues
-onset is slow, often beyond a year after infection
-Host does not launch any immune response
5. Disease agent is an aberrant protein.
-Involves no DNA or RNA
-Normal protein is named PrP
-Prion disease protein is Prp sc
-Infection involves PrP -> PrpSc
_Prpsc has fewer alpha chains, more beta sheets
-Because Prpsc is alternate tertiary form of a
normal protein, a host forms no antibodies

[illustrations here]

INQUIRY LESSON (questions in bold)
1. What is an infectious disease?
-distinguish from non-infectious and contagious
2. What agents cause infectious diseases?
DNA
Parasites (worms, ameba, fungi, etc.)
Bacteria
DNA
Viruses
RNAIDNA
[protein]
[leave this blank for prions]
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The inquiry lesson is based on the teacher knowing a series of questions asked to require the students to analyze
the problem, pose potential experiments, and interpret the results of research. In the standard lecture, the protein
nature of prions is defmed at the beginning and the information is presented in a format that is organized and easy
to memorize without any deep understanding. In the inquiry lesson, students learn that prions are proteins at the
end of the lesson as a consequence of having thought through the problem in a manner very similar to the original
research. Such a lesson requires the teacher to know more about the research than is usually given in a textbook.
It is also obvious that the lesson requires more class time; therefore if questioning is used extensively, less content
will be covered and students will not have the opportunity to discuss the many concepts that need to be understood
to test well on the gao kao. In contrast to standard teaching that may primarily use the test to motivate students,
inquiry teaching attempts to add the natural interest of thinking-through real science to motivate students to learn.
Advocates of inquiry learning and questioning contend that the intellectual excitement that occurs when students
are led to ask questions and originate ideas themselves can increase critical thinking and produce future innovative
scientists.
Creative thinking, questioning, and attitudes used by science researchers can be promoted not only by
classroom discussion using questioning, but also by using quizzes and major tests that have questions that require
more than memorization. It may help some teachers to understand types of questions based on the following
classification heavily modified from Benjamin Bloom's Taxonomy ofBehavioral Objectives-Cognitive Domain.

Classification of Questions by Level
RECOGNITION OF TERMS-MEMORIZATION
The student remembers and repeats information without necessarily understanding its meaning.
The question is in the same format as in the textbook, lecture outline, or laboratory guide; the student can
commit this to short-term or recognition memory by "cramming."
Test items assess the student's ability to recall specific words or definitions but do not establish that the
student understands the concepts.
Example: Which statement is true about prions?
A) Prions are new forms of viruses.
B) Prions overcome the host immune response.
*C) Prions are protein infections.
D) Prions rapidly destroy blood cells.
Function: This question is a low-level question because the student can recall the term "protein infection" directly
from the lesson.

COMPREHENSION
•

The student demonstrates that he/she comprehends the concept.
The student answers a question that is rephrased from the original textbook or lecture presentation.
Students may compare, describe, or contrast items in their own words.
Questions often require use of the word in a new context or setting.
Example: Which of the following disease presentations might be caused by a prion?
A) inflammation; headache; high blood pressure; long recovery period
B) coughing; fever, rapid death rapidly follows infection
C) high WEC count; nausea; prolonged illness
*D) normal WEC count; onset of confusion is years after infection; eventually fatal
Function: This comprehension question is complex enough that a student must understand the concept involved
and cannot get the answer correct by merely memorizing the textbook example.

APPLICATION
A student applies knowledge to a new situation or uses biological knowledge to solve a new problem.
Questions often ask a student to apply, choose, provide a new consequence, classify new items, or suggest
the next step in research, etc.
Example: Step 6 in the Inquiry Lesson asks students to apply their knowledge to locate where the infectious agent
would be in the newly presented diseases.
Function: Application questions practice them in using their knowledge to understand related situations and solve
new problems.
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ANALYSISIINTERPRETAnON
The student is asked to analyze data, detect trends from graphs, and locate correlations and cause-and-effect
relationships.
• Most problems involving mathematics will classify as analysis questions.
Students must draw conclusions from evidence similar but not identical to what is in the textbook or what is
discussed in class.
Analysis questions may ask a student to predict, interpret, support reasons for, or draw a conclusion.
Example: Step 8 in the Inquiry Lesson asks students to analyze the results of the tests and determine the
composition of the disease agent. If the class discussion follows the Inquiry Lesson plan which leads to the
conclusion that the disease agent is a protein, a subsequent test question that repeats this question would only test
for simple recognition. By changing the results in the experiments so that the DNNRNA, fats or sugar fractions
were no longer infectious after treatment, a teacher can test if the student actually can analyze the research results.
Function: Analysis questions practice students in detecting trends, finding correlations, making reasonable
associations, and drawing valid scientific conclusions.
SYNTHESIS
The student is asked to solve a problem, pose a new experiment, or make a prediction using several
concepts taught in different lessons, and to "put it all together."
Synthesis questions often ask students to design, develop, predict, construct, etc.
Examples: Ifbiology students have already discussed Koch's postulates (the procedures to isolate a disease agent)
and have also studied how ceramic filtration is a process that separates larger cellular material from viruses and
chemicals, then the combination of Inquiry Lesson items 5, 7 and 8 constitute a sequence that requires students to
put together many previous concepts in a scientifically meaningful way. Another question-"Why would the idea of
prions initially meet with such skepticism from the biology community?"-would also require students to show a
command of multiple core biology concepts including: all other agents possess DNA or RNA, how would proteins
"replicate" without nucleic acid coding, etc.
Function: Synthesis questions require students to "see the whole picture" and make reasonable associations across
biology subdisciplines. This is a sophisticated ability we seek to develop in graduate science research students and
will generally not constitute a large portion of the tests and classroom discussions for younger students because
they do not yet have a strong command of biology.
Summary
Students need experience with laboratory and field work in order to make biological concepts and experimental
methods meaningful. However, students under test pressure can memorize both text and cookbook lab results.
One key to promoting creative thinking among biology students is the use of questions in both class discussions
and on tests to require the students to comprehend, apply knowledge, analyze, and synthesize biology concepts.
Good students who are used to memorizing on simple recognition may be the first to complain that application
questions "aren't fair" because the answer is not in the book To memorize is simple. To study for understanding
and application of concepts is more difficult and occurs mainly when a teacher is asking higher level questions in
class each day. A hallmark of a good class period or a good test is when students leave with the comment "That
class/test really made me think!"
Veteran teachers will realize that asking such questions in class and writing complex test questions is not as
easy as using definition questions taken directly from the book. Understanding the classification of questions
described here does not make writing such questions easier. Because composing inquiry lessons and writing high
level questions takes tremendous time, most practicing teachers cannot compose every lesson and test themselves.
Lessons and test item manuals from the earlier U.S. Biological Sciences Curriculum Study books as well as the
current test item manuals from Mader's InqUiry Into Life and Hickman's Integrated Principles ofZoology (both by
McGraw-Hill Publishers) provide a source of such questions. More importantly, a teacher who begins to develop
the habit of asking more non-memorization questions and writing more test questions from research graphs, etc.
will also become more skilled in class questioning. This technique promotes critical thinking because it leads
students to think like a scientist and to ask their own questions. Another important consequence of higher level
questioning is that it transforms biology classes from boring drillwork to exciting intellectual activity.
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